Abstract. Some years ago, the notion of attribute coupled grammars was introduced by Ganzinger and Giegerich 4], together with descriptional composition. The latter works essentially at the speci cation level, i.e., it produces an attribute grammar which speci es the composition of two attribute coupled grammars. We introduce a new approach to this composition of attribute coupled grammars. This composition no longer works at the speci cation level but at the evaluator level. It produces a special kind of attribute evaluator. For this purpose we have introduced the notion of coupling evaluator. The main advantage of this new approach, compared with descriptional composition, is that it is possible to build separately the coupling evaluator of each attribute coupled grammar; in other words it allows real separate compilation of AG modules. Another important advantage is that we do not need to check the attribute grammar class in order to construct the nal sequence of evaluators; thus, this construction produces a new sort of evaluator.
Introduction
Since Knuth's seminal paper introducing attribute grammars (AGs) 10], it has been widely recognized that this method is quite attractive for specifying every kind of syntax-directed computation, the most obvious application being compiler construction. Apart from pure speci cation-level features |declarativeness, structure, locality of reference| an important advantage of AGs is that they are executable, i.e., it is possible to automatically construct, from an AG specifying some computation, a program which implements it. One could thus expect that they are used heavily to develop practical, production-quality, applications.
Unfortunately, it appears that this is not yet the case, although AGs have been around for quite a long time and although powerful AG-processing systems are now available (e.g., 9] , which is the base of the present work; see also 1] for a good list of other systems). In our opinion, the main reason for this is that AGs still cruelly lack the same support for modularity as the one which is o ered by most programming languages, even the oldest ones 8].
This is the reason why Attribute Coupled Grammars and Attribute Couplings (AC) were introduced in 4] to allow modularity in AG speci cations. An application can be decomposed into several attribute couplings, each of which transforms an input syntax tree into a new output syntax tree. This has been widely recognized as a very important concept for attribute grammar modularization.
As separate compilation of each AC into a classical evaluator leads to a loss of e ciency compared to non-modular speci cations (because of intermediate tree constructions), descriptional composition has been introduced to create, from a modular speci cation, a large attribute grammar which avoids any intermediate tree construction.
In our system based on Strongly Non-Circular (SNC) attribute grammars 9], this construction looses a bit of power because the SNC class is not closed under descriptional composition 6]: the attribute grammar resulting from the descriptional composition of SNC modules is not necessarily SNC. Moreover, in the context of attribute grammar reuse 3], descriptional composition appeared to be limited due to the need for complete reconstruction of the resulting attribute grammar before any evaluator construction: separate compilation is impossible.
These observations and our personal work on attribute grammars reusability 7, 11] have led us to introduce a new technique allowing separate compilation of modules as in 3] but with no intermediate tree construction. This technique is based on the simple but powerful idea of descriptional composition, i.e. attaching computations of an attribute grammar to the tree construction actions of the attribute coupling which precedes it in a sequence. The main di erence between descriptional composition and our technique is that we do not work at the speci cation level but at the evaluator level. To do so, we introduce new sorts of evaluators, called coupling evaluators and parameterizable evaluators.
Given a sequence of ACs, we construct a parameterizable evaluator for the last AC. This evaluator is very similar to a classical evaluator, except that it only sees one special production instance of its input tree at each time. When placed at the end of a sequence, when it wants to move in its input tree (change to a neighbouring node, i.e. another production instance), it queries the \visit selector" mechanism which performs the move in the input tree of the rst grammar in the sequence. The result is a new production instance which is passed through the coupling evaluators attached to the di erent ACs of the sequence. Each of them transforms its input production instance into a new production instance for its output grammar. The last created production instance is the production instance that the parameterizable evaluator requires.
Beside good properties of separate compilation and e ciency, this technique brings an interesting result for attribute grammar evaluators: since it avoids all problems of class closure under descriptional compilation, it can construct an evaluator based on visit sequences for a non-SNC attribute grammar, provided that it is correctly modularized 6]. This method essentially di ers from the approach in 3], by providing separate compilation while keeping the property of the descriptional composition that the intermediate trees are not constructed.
Outline of Attribute Couplings and their Descriptional Composition
First, we recall some notations and de nitions on Attribute Grammars and Attribute Couplings, but for complete de nitions readers should refer to the excellent paper by Ganzinger and Giegerich 4] .
De nition1. A context-free grammar is a tuple G = (N; T; Z; P) in which:
{ N is a set of non-terminals; { T is a set of terminals, N \ T = ;; { Z is the root non-terminal (start symbol), Z 2 N; { P is a set of productions, p : X 0 ! X 1 : : :X n with X 0 2 N and X i 2 (T N).
Notations for a grammar G: t denotes a syntax tree of G; u denotes a node of t; label(u) notes the non-terminal at u; prod(u) denotes the production at u; Pos(u; i) denotes the child of node u at position i. Other notations will be de ned as needed, but most of them are quite wellknown or hopefully self-explanatory. To introduce our coupling evaluators, we rst recall the de nition of attribute grammars where the attributes are typed by sorts.
De nition2 (Attribute Grammar). An Attribute Grammar is a tuple AG = (G; S; A; F) where : { G = (N; T; Z; P) is a context-free grammar as in de nition 1. { S is a set of sorts; { A = S A(X) is a set of attributes attached to X 2 N, noted X:a, with type(a) 2 S; { F = S F(p) is a set of attribute rules where f p;a;Xi designates the attribute rule de ning the attribute a of non-terminal X i in production p. Non-terminals and terminals of a given grammar can be sorts for some attribute grammar, whose result is then one or more trees of this grammar. Productions are constructors for non-terminal sorts, and terminal sorts are identi ed with the single constant they contain.
We introduce a simple de nition of Attribute Couplings, derived from the one by Ganzinger and Giegerich 4] . Our de nition is a restriction of the latter; it disallows any semantic computation and forbids the attribute rules of F to be complex tree-construction rules. We say that this kind of AC is a purely syntactic AC. With these restrictions, the de nition of descriptional composition and our construction of coupling evaluators are simpler. At the end of this paper we give an informal presentation of how to relax these restrictions.
De nition3 (Attribute Coupling). We call Attribute Coupling of G 1 and G 2 , noted : G 1 ! G 2 , an attribute grammar = (G 1 ; S ; A ; F ) such that: { S (N 2 T 2 ); { each f p;a;Xi 2 F is either a copy rule or a tree-construction rule associated with a production of P 2 ;
{ the root non-terminal Z 1 has a unique attribute z 2 of type Z 2 .
An AC : G 1 ! G 2 takes as input a tree of G 1 and gives as output a tree of G 2 .
For descriptional composition to be well de ned, we require that each attribute occurrence of a given production appears once and only once in the attribute rules, either in the LHS (if it is de ned) or in the RHS (if it is used). Each attribute occurrence of a given production can thus be associated with a unique attribute rule in this production.
In the sequel, for the sake of simplicity, we consider the copy rules, of the form X:a := Y:b, as tree-construction rules X:a := Id type(a) (Y:b). So we assume that each attribute coupling is extended with an identity construction Id X for each non-terminal X in the input grammar. The attribute rules attached to these new productions are only composed of copy rules between the same attributes of the left hand side and the right hand side non-terminal. Thus, in the following de nitions, we do not need to add a special case for copy rules. Example of attribute coupling We have rephrased the example of the list inversion AG 5] using our notation, see gure 1. The input and the output grammar of this AG are the same list grammar. In the next section, we also use this example to construct a coupling evaluator. The aim of descriptional composition is to construct, for a given sequence of two attribute couplings, a new attribute coupling which has the same semantics as this AC sequence. This new AC has the advantage of not performing the construction of the intermediate tree of G 2 .
The basic idea of the descriptional composition algorithm is, given two ACs : G 1 ! G 2 and : G 2 ! G 3 , to project the attribute rules of a given production p 2 of G 2 onto the productions of G 1 where there exists an attribute rule performing the construction of p 2 . This projection follows the structure of this attribute rule. Descriptional composition is a purely syntactic construction. It does not take into account the semantics of the projected attribute rules.
Moreover the descriptional composition creates a new set of attributes. The attribute names are composed of an attribute name of the rst grammar followed by an attribute of the second one. In our construction of coupling evaluators we nd the same notion of attribute names (although the attributes are not really declared).
De nition4 (Descriptional Composition). We do not consider terminals in the previous de nitions because their behavior is the same as classical attribute occurrences if we assume them to have a unique attribute with an empty name and the same type as the terminal itself, see 4].
The AG resulting from the descriptional composition of the list inversion AG of Fig. 1 with itself is presented in Fig. 2 . As expected, it constructs a copy of the input list, albeit in a rather complicated manner.
Coupling Evaluators
The basic idea of coupling evaluators is very similar to that of descriptional composition, except that we work directly on the evaluators and not on the AG speci cations. The basic goal for the coupling evaluator for : The coupling evaluator transforms an instance of a production of G 1 into the relevant production instance for the evaluator of , according to the attribute rules of . We call this constructed production instance, a virtual production instance. As these coupling evaluators are to be used in any context of attribute coupling sequences, we introduce the formal de nition of the latter.
De nition5 (Attribute Coupling Sequence). An Attribute Coupling Sequen-
Given an AC sequence , our goal is to build a coupling evaluator for each AC of except the last one. For the last one, we introduce the notion of parameterizable evaluator (see section 4) which is able to work with the result of the sequence of coupling evaluators, i.e., not only the current node, but a virtual production instance. A coupling evaluator transforms a virtual production instance according to tree-construction rules of its associated AC speci cation. A parameterizable evaluator accesses its \virtual" syntax tree through constructed virtual production instances which are passed as parameters. Thus the intermediate syntax trees are never physically constructed. See the end of section 5 for a discussion about this special last evaluator and separate compilation.
The following de nitions of virtual objects (nodes, production instances, etc.) are parametrized by a given AC sequence , for the sake of correctness (\type checking"). These virtual objects are then used to de ne and construct the coupling evaluators. We'll see however that the coupling evaluator of a given AC is independent from the AC sequence it is embedded in.
A virtual production instance is an object that the coupling evaluator can consider as a production instance of a real tree of its input grammar. Virtual production instances are composed of complex objects, called virtual nodes.
A virtual node is associated with a real node of the input tree and with an attribute sequence composed by attributes of each AC in the preceding subsequence, i.e. the calling context of this coupling evaluator. This attribute sequence accounts for the sequence of transformations of virtual productions which are performed through the preceding sequence of coupling evaluators.
De nition6 (Virtual node). Given a sequence i For a given node in the input syntax tree, there exists more than one virtual node. In the virtual nodes, the node part indicates the real node of input syntax tree, and the attribute part speci es to which attribute it refers according to descriptional composition. In fact, if we draw a parallel with descriptional composition, then the attribute part is exactly the name of an attribute in the attribute grammar resulting from descriptional composition of all ACs in the sequence except the last one.
Then the size of the data structure needed is exactly the size of the data structure used in the AG resulting from the descriptional composition. Moreover the virtual nodes are just the input nodes renamed; we insist on the fact that they do not exist physically.
De nition7 Virtual Production Instance. Given a sequence i 1 and production p : X 0 ! X 1 : : :X n of G i , a Virtual Production Instance of p is of the form V (p) : v 0 ! v 1 : : :v n , such that, for each k 2 0::n]:
1. v k is a virtual node for the sequence i 1 ; 2. label(v k ) = X k . Now we explain the mechanism, called virtual construction, which transforms a virtual production instance of an input syntax tree into a virtual production instance of an output syntax tree according to an attribute occurrence of the input production. This transformation derives from the tree-construction rule in which the attribute occurrence appears; it instantiates this tree-construction on the input virtual production instance, and this gives the output instance production. This transformation also records the position of the attribute occurrence instantiation in the output virtual instance production for further transformations.
De nition8 (Virtual Construction). Let AG : G ! G 0 be a attribute coupling in a sequence . We de ne a Virtual Construction on p : X 0 ! X 1 : : :X n according to an attribute a, noted < V (p); j > =) a 
As we have qssumed that each attribute occurrence was associated with a unique attribute rule, this virtual construction is well de ned.
The virtual construction only depends on AG, not on its context in the sequence .
We introduce another notion, the virtual attribute, to complete our construction of a coupling evaluator. A virtual attribute is a sequence of attributes composed of one attribute of each AC in the sequence. It is used to direct the sequence of virtual constructions. We will see later that such a virtual attribute represents the name of the calling virtual node in the parameterizable evaluator of the last AC of the sequence.
De nition9 (Virtual Attribute). Given a sequence m j , we de ne a Virtual Attribute, noted v(a j ), as a sequence of attributes v(a j ) = a j : :a m?1 , such that:
1. if j = m then v( ) = (empty sequence 3 ) is the only possible virtual attribute; 2. if j < m then v(a j ) = a j :v(a j+1 ) where v(a j+1 ) is a virtual attribute for the sequence m j+1 and a j+1 is either or an attribute of AG j+1 such that a j+1 2 A(type(a j )).
At the beginning of a virtual construction sequence we suppose that we know a virtual attribute. We will see later that this virtual attribute is given by the last evaluator.
The coupling evaluator takes as input a virtual production instance, a virtual attribute and a position; the virtual attribute and the position give the virtual construction to be applied on the virtual production instance. The coupling evaluator gives as output the virtual attribute for the rest of the sequence and the output of the virtual construction, i.e. the new virtual production instance and the new position. v(a) is a virtual attribute for some sequence of attribute grammars starting with AG, j is a position in p, and such that: { v(a) = a:v(a 0 ), and { < V (p); j > =) a < V (p 0 ); j 0 >. This de nition is completely independent of the sequence in which this attribute coupling is used. So we reach our aim to have a separately constructible evaluator.
De nition10 (Coupling Evaluator
The position j in the virtual transition represents the position of the calling virtual node in the current virtual production instance. This position can change at each step. Fig. 3 presents the coupling evaluator for our running example of AC.
Parameterizable Evaluator
The type of parameterizable evaluator is not relevant to our construction, i.e., these parameterizable evaluators can be based on di erent evaluation methods. So, for simpli cation, we do not give a formal de nition of such an evaluator and we limit our presentation to the use of evaluators based on visit sequences (see gure 4). A parameterizable evaluator is the part of a classical evaluator where attribute computations are made. It takes information about its input tree through parameters.
In the di erent de nitions, for the sake of simplicity, we did not introduce the visit numbers, but it is easy to introduce them, passing the visit number through the di erent coupling evaluators.
Evaluation Strategy
Now, to complete our construction of a sequence of coupling evaluators, we must de ne the visit selector, which nds the real production in the input syntax tree and calls the rst coupling evaluator on this production.
The virtual node on which the current visit is called gives the real node of the current call and the virtual attribute which will direct the subsequent sequence of virtual constructions.
For convenience, we assume that we know the father node, noted u f , of the current production instance. It allows us to nd the new production instance and the position of the call node in it.
De nition11 (Visit Selector). Given a parameterizable evaluator based on visit sequences for the AG which ends a sequence m 1 , we de ne a Visit Selector, noted V S, such that:
For a given tuple of form < V (p); v(a); j > the coupling evaluator has the following form: :a m?1 ; 2. if the real calling node u is equal to u f then we go up in the input tree, u f father(u), and the calling node position j in this new production is such that u = Pos(u f ; j); otherwise, i.e. if u is di erent from u f , then we go down in the input tree, u f u, and the calling node position j in this new production is 0; 3. V (p) : u f ! Pos(u f ; 1) Pos(u f ; n) with p = prod(u f ).
Starting State Given a sequence of attribute couplings m
The evaluator of List Inversion based on visit sequences is parameterized by the tuple < V (p); ; 0 >. The calling position is always equal to zero because we use a top-down evaluator. This evaluator does not perform multiple visits to a same node, so we do not introduce visit numbers. The starting current node u f is the root node.
Evaluator Chaining Given a sequence m 1 , the call of the parameterizable evaluator PE m of AG m on the input syntax tree of G 1 is made using the di erent coupling evaluators CE i . The call of the new visit sequence by PE m is passed to CE 1 using the visit selector V S. This process is illustrated in Fig. 5 . The links between these di erent entities lead to an evaluation method which can walk up and down in the input syntax tree.
The status of the last evaluator seems to con ict with the idea of separate compilation(an AC by itself should not know that it is the last in some sequence). This is not true if we consider that, for each AC, we have to construct both a coupling evaluator and a parametrizable evaluator. We claim that this will be 
Extended Coupling Evaluators
In this section, we give a brief idea of how to introduce semantic computations in an AC while keeping our notion of coupling evaluator. We also brie y present how to introduce complex tree-construction rules, such as conditionals.
We have presented the coupling evaluator only for purely syntactic ACs, in which each set of attribute rules is composed only of (simple) tree-construction rules. We would like to accept a sequence of ACs with some semantic rules. First we suppose that we have a mechanism able to separate each AC into two AGs. In 6] we can nd such a decomposition, called e-t-Decomposition. The rst one only contains semantic rules and is called the semantic AG; the second one, called the syntactic AG, is purely syntactic and contains only tree-construction rules. Our construction can be applied to the syntactic AG.
For these two AGs, we construct their evaluators, a parameterizable evaluator for the semantic AG, and a coupling evaluator for the syntactic AG. Then the introduction of the semantic part is reduced to correctly calling the parameterizable evaluator of the semantic AG before any call to the coupling evaluator of the syntactic AG. To do so, it is necessary to correctly store some attribute instance values of semantic AGs at the real nodes of the real input tree. Indeed, several calls of the same coupling evaluator can use a same attribute instance value in di erent contexts but on the same input tree. However, it must be clear that each semantic attribute of each AC is directly attached to the real node corresponding to the virtual node that carries it; no additional data structure is needed.
To accept complex tree-construction rules, such as conditionals, we introduce into the coupling evaluators complex expressions of the same form to regroup virtual transitions. Then the idea is simple: the complex tree-construction rules are decomposed into simple tree-construction rules, to which our virtual transition construction can be applied; then we recombine the results into a complex virtual transition using the previously introduced complex expressions. Details can be found in 13] .
We have also eliminated many useless operations introduced by identity rules creating non-local virtual production instances. The details of this elimination can be found in 12].
Related work
In 6], there exists a preliminary approach which constructs directly from the evaluators of an AG sequence, an evaluator associated to the AG resulting from the descriptional composition of the sequence. But this approach only applies to purely synthesized syntactic AGs 4 . More precisely, \directly" means that there is no need to compute the attribute dependencies for the composed AGs; however the need to completely construct the evaluator still exists. Our approach has some similarities with this construction, except that we work directly on the evaluators and we accept non-purely-synthesized AGs.
In 3], the authors present the notion of separable AGs. They want to have separate compilation of these AGs, hence they do not use descriptional composition. They propose an adaptation of the classical evaluation scheme which allows separate compilation, but the construction of (some) intermediate trees is necessary. The aim of our approach is to allow separate compilation while avoiding the construction of any intermediate tree. From the external point of view, then, both works appear to have similar expressive power (separable AGs) but it is from an evaluation point of view that our approach is very di erent, essentially because we do not construct the intermediate trees.
Conclusion and Future Work
The main advantage of the notion of coupling evaluator is certainly that there is no class constraint on the coupling evaluators. The class of the resulting (complete) evaluator is the class of the parameterizable evaluator of the last AG of a given sequence . Thus, to construct an evaluator based on visit sequences, for a given AC sequence, only the last AG needs to have such an evaluator.
In fact, the resolution of class constraints in descriptional composition was the rst motivation of this work. In the same way, it is possible to see our coupling evaluator as a generalization of the classical AG transformations for class reduction (e.g. from SNC to l-ordered 2]; see also 1]) which often work at the speci cation level.
The second advantage is the possibility to construct the coupling evaluators separately while keeping the good properties of descriptional composition, i.e. the fact that the intermediate trees are not constructed. However, only practical experience with a real implementation (which we don't have yet) will show whether this is indeed valuable.
Regarding the size of the data structures needed for our Coupling Evaluator, we notice that it is equivalent to the size of the data structures which is needed for descriptional composition. Since our Coupling Evaluators only work on the part of a grammar which is really necessary, the size of their data structure is smaller than the one needed for a sequence of classical evaluators which construct the whole intermediate trees.
We must notice that, if we are not interested in separate compilation, we can obtain much more e cient combined evaluators. Indeed, if we know the sequence of ACs, we can directly code the di erent tests into the coupling evaluators, because the number of cases which are really used is very small. This is a form of specialization by partial evaluation. This also reduces the size of the evaluator. More precisely, it is possible to apply a transformation on a given sequence of Coupling Evaluators which produces a particular evaluator where only revelant cases are present and where a sequence of calls of coupling evaluators is reduced to a unique call. This new evaluator retains the advantage of the descriptional composition and it is also always possible to construct it.
Moreover, we presented a rst approach to the construction of Coupling Evaluators, where the main goal was not the e ciency of this kind of evaluator, but rather \simplicity".
In this paper we have assumed that each attribute occurrence was used only once in each production of the attribute coupling. We think that this restriction can be relaxed rather simply, by remembering which attribute occurrence has been chosen until a visit returns.
We also hope to eliminate many useless operations introduced by identity rules, by creating non-local virtual production instances and trying to nd statically useless copy rules; this analysis will apply the results and techniques of 12] to descriptional composition.
From a theoretical point of view, it is very di cult to formally compare sequential implementation with this new technique, beside the fact that intermediate trees are not to be constructed. The only good (but partly false) view which we could give, is a comparison with factoring in mathematics: with coupling evaluators we factor out moves into one tree (see Fig. 6 ). 
